
Pioneering Perfect Placement
With Rhino-Rack Backbone engineering,
the Pioneer Platform reinforces and
allows you to carry everything you need
for your next outdoor adventure. 

BOULDER, CO, USA, January 16, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Jeep
Wrangler has long been one of the
benchmarks for a robust and tough 4WD
vehicle. And among the variety of makes
and models on the market, it still remains
one of the best looking 4WDs on the
market. It makes little sense to tinker with
the iconic look with a set of ill-fitting roof
or carry racks. 

That’s why Rhino-Rack has designed the
Rhino-Rack Backbone and Pioneer Platform system as the quintessential accessory for Jeep
Wranglers – low profile, strong and supremely versatile. Maintaining Jeep’s unique aesthetic appeal,
the Rhino-Rack Backbone and Pioneer Platform combination have a static load rating of 800lb and
dynamic load rating 264lb of extra weight by distributing it evenly over the body of the vehicle. With
Rhino-Rack Backbone engineering, the Pioneer Platform essentially reinforces the already strong
design and allows you to carry everything you need for your next outdoor adventure. 

The Pioneer is made from a combination of reinforced nylon and aluminium, making it strong, durable
and lightweight. Like all Rhino-Rack products, the Pioneer Platform and Rhino-Rack Backbone has
been tested repeatedly in some of Australia’s most rugged and harsh conditions to ensure it’s
adventure-ready. The non-corrosive materials ensure it won’t rust in salty conditions or fade over time,
meaning the Pioneer will look just as good as your Jeep, for the life of the rack. 

With its low profile and simplistic design, the Pioneer makes loading and unloading equipment easier
than ever. The wide flat surface means all you have to do is slide the equipment on top and tie it down
utilising the C - channels, then you’re ready to head off.  It’s also conveniently designed to carry
existing Rhino-Rack accessories including luggage bags, jerry can holders, spare wheel holders
shovels, is perfect for Roof top tents and loads more.

For the essential carry rack that won’t damage your Jeep, or alter its already iconic design, choose
the Rhino-Rack Backbone & Pioneer Platform combination.  

For more information on the Pioneer Platform or the entire Rhino-Rack range of products visit
www.rhinorack.com
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